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Goals

Things Kevin and I talked about last year

� Improving the user experience.

� Ask the user fewer questions.

� Be able to use PKI credentials or Kerberos, as needed, automatically.

� Improving the administrator experience.

� More better securer... stuff.

� Two factor authentication.

� Move further away from using passwords “on the wire”. 

� Less work.

� Make the better technology easier to use than the currently-used 

technology is now.



Development Focus in RHEL 5

� Be able to log in using a smart card.

� Once you've logged in, be able to use PKI creds on the card or Kerberos creds.

� Ideally, get your Kerberos credentials without having to prompt for a 

Kerberos password.

� Use your PIN to unlock your smart card and verify your identity.

� Use your smart card to get Kerberos creds (PKINIT).



Who trusts whom?
Scenario User Workstation Server/KDC

PKI Login - User's CA -

Kerberos Login - KDC -

PKI post-Login - - -

Kerberos post-Login KDC - -

PKI Remote Server's CA - User's CA

Kerberos Remote KDC - KDC

X-Files No One No One No One

PKINIT Login - KDC's CA User's CA

PKINIT post-Login KDC's CA - User's CA



 CoolKey Stack

Natively supported by RHCS.

� Smart card runs Java applet.

� PC/SC middleware lets libcoolkey talk 

to the applet.

� libcoolkey provides a PKCS#11 

interface to anything which can use it.



PKI-only Use Case

� PKCS #11 modules provide 

access to card-specific 

functions.

� NSS provides an application-

level API.

� PAM module uses NSS.

� Any PKCS#11-supported card 

can be used.



PKINIT Use Case

� Kerberos uses plugins.

� pkinit-nss plugin uses 

NSS to do public-key 

crypto.

� Application changes are 

limited to making sure 

prompting behavior is 

correct.



Is it better now?

� User experience?

� Kind of.

� Administrator experience?

� Not much.



Well now what?

� User experience

� Shared-across-the-login-session access to the smart card?

� Be smarter about starting/running pcscd.

� Improve integration between NSS, gnome-keyring, kwallet(?), seahorse, 

Kerberos credential caches, and kernel keyrings.

� Administrator experience

� Reduce the number of points of administration?

� Make it so that each infrastructure can use the other for authenticating 

administrator and client access?



Wrap-up

� Comments

� Ideas

� Questions

� Blank Stares



Smart Cards, Single Sign On, and Kerberos:  Random Thoughts from Some Dude

Background
� Two worlds: Kerberos

� Symmetric keys.
� Kerberos gets you from point A to point B to point C (real SSO).
� Kerberos usually uses passwords to get you "in" -- a ticket-granting ticket.
� Typically single factor: something you know (your password).

� Two worlds: PKI/SSL/Smart Cards
� Smart cards usually hold PKI certificates (public keys) and private keys.
� Smart cards require that you have the card and a PIN to be able to use the keys.
� Certificate on the card asserts that the key pair belongs to you.  Being able to use the private key

proves that you are you.
� Web and SSL apps love using smart cards for client authentication.
� SSL client authentication gets you from point A to point B, but that’s it.
� Typically two factors: something you have* (the card), something you know (its PIN).
� Something you have which you can duplicate easily is cheating, so...
� Typically two factors: something that only you have (the card), something you know (its PIN).

� Who trusts whom?
� Local login, Kerberos: workstation trusts KDC, verifies you using the KDC, verifies the KDC using

the workstation’s symmetric key.  Need a per-workstation key, frequently don’t have one.
� Local login, PKI: workstation trusts CA, verifies you using your certificate and the CA’s certificate.
� Remote service, Kerberos: server trusts KDC, verifies you using the service’s symmetric key.
� Remote service, PKI: server trusts CA, verifies you using the CA’s public key.
� Post-login, Kerberos: you trust the KDC, verified using your own symmetric key.
� Post-login, PKI: you trust your own key.

What Did We Say Last Year?
� Passwords Suck. More Passwords Suck More.
� Kerberos = provide a password when you log in.
� PKI = provide a PIN when you log in.  Get asked for it again whenever you need to use it.
� Kerberos and PKI = one password and one PIN when you log in.
� Specifications for letting Kerberos use PKI are in progress.
� RHEL 5 will be where we start bridging the two worlds.

� Who trusts whom?
� Local login, Kerberos: workstation trusts CA, verifies you using your certificate and the

CA’s certificate, verifies the KDC using the KDC’s certificate and the CA’s certificate.  No
per-workstation key required.

� Post-login, Kerberos: you trust your own key, verify the KDC using its certificate and the
CA’s certificate.

� Remote service, Kerberos: server trusts KDC, verifies you using the service’s symmetric
key.

� And there was much hand-waving.



What were the implicit goals?
� Improve the user experience.

� User stop having to care about which authentication protocols are in use.
� Ask the user less questions.

� Improve the administrative experience.
� Less work.

� Make using more secure mechanisms easier to use than existing widely-used-but-less-secure ones.

So What Did We Accomplish for FC 6?
� Added pcsc-lite package (one glue layer) to Fedora Core.

� Added ifd-egate driver for pcsc-lite to Fedora Core -- works with Axalto e-gate connectors.
� Added ccid driver for pcsc-lite to Fedora Core -- works with most USB readers.

� Added coolkey package -- PKCS#11 module using pcsc-lite and either ifd-egate or ccid to talk to custom
applet.

� Made NSS (PKI toolkit which loves PKCS#11 modules) a system-wide library.
� Added pam_pkcs11 package to Fedora Core -- PAM-aware apps can use NSS to check if the user can log

in to a smart card, and then determine if the certificate on the card matches the user.
� Taught authconfig/system-config-authentication about pam_pkcs11.

Late additions for RHEL 5:
� Proposed preauth plug-in framework for MIT Kerberos.

� Subsequently fixed up and enhanced by upstream and CITI developers.
� Props to these guys -- initial lack of communication on my part led to confusion, they really

made it work here.
� No application-visible API/ABI changes.
� Backporting from upstream 1.6 release (not ready in time for RHEL 5 freeze dates) to RHEL 5’s

package of 1.5 (FC6 as well), moving to 1.6 proper for 5.1 (and FC7).
� Implemented PKINIT as a plug-in for MIT Kerberos.

� Uses NSS, so shares its configuration.
� Working client for Active Directory KDCs (draft 9 of the specification).

� Needs to indicate that the newer response type would be acceptable, and needs to handle
that.

� Working client for published version of the specification (itself, Heimdal, CITI).
� Props to the Heimdal folks -- they got lots of the details right, and it turned up many bugs

in our implementation.
� Working server for published version of the specification (itself, Heimdal, CITI).
� Some parts of the specification not yet implemented (mainly error reporting from KDC to client),

will be ready for 5.1.
� Interoperability testing and bug fixing ongoing.

� Taught authconfig/system-config-authentication to assume that pam_pkcs11 and pam_krb5 together mean
we get PKINIT at login-time.

Things to expect in FC 7:
� Incorporate the RHEL 5 changes.

My Kerberos/PKINIT TODO:
� Get PKINIT module into Raw Hide.  Seriously, I suck.
� Make it easier to use flat files and whatnot for testing, or package up Love’s soft-pkcs11.
� Improve error logging in PKINIT so that troubleshooting becomes easier.



Did the user experience improve?  Sort of.
� Offline support still missing, but online is marginally better: we got rid of a password prompt. 
� Each application which needs to use PKI creds still prompts for the PIN.

How can we improve the user experience?
� We start pcscd even on systems where it will never be used.

� Integrate with haldaemon?  Being discussed.
� I’m told that pcscd polls endlessly.

� Integrate with haldaemon?  Being discussed.
� Current architecture requires each NSS-using application to prompt for the PIN separately.  Figure out how

to not do that.
� Session-wide proxy, launched as part of login?

� PAM is just not the right place to be doing this stuff.
� Being explored.

� Integrate the gnome-keyring somehow, so that it doesn’t also have to prompt you for a master password.
� Keyring as stored on disk is encrypted using AES and a key derived from the master password.
� Kerberos gives you a ticket-granting ticket and a session key -- not useful for long-term encryption.
� A smart card gives you a private key -- perfect for encrypting data (even other keys) if you can

reissue the same key to the user in case of card loss (key escrow).

Did the administrator experience improve?  Not really.
� You already have both a functioning PKI and Kerberos.

� Issue certificate for the KDC.
� Modify certificates for your users to be Kerberos-friendly, or maintain mappings.
� Workstations already configured to trust CA.

� You have Kerberos and no PKI.
� Set up CA.
� Enroll users with Kerberos-friendly certificates, or maintain mappings.
� Workstations already configured to trust KDC?
� Configure workstations to trust your CA.

� You have PKI but no Kerberos.
� Set up KDC.
� Issue certificate for the KDC.
� Modify certificates for users to be Kerberos-friendly, or maintain mappings.
� Create KDC entries for your users.

How can we improve the administrator experience?
� Reduce the number of points of administration.

� Make CA and Kerberos enrollment a single operation.
� Teach CA enrollment, administration tools to leverage Kerberos.
� Provide a PKI-authenticated way to set a user’s Kerberos password?  To perform arbitrary administration

tasks?  (SPKM?)
� Merge both data stores into a directory, using either method for authentication?

Open Questions
� How can the NSS/PKI stuff integrate with gnome-keyring, Kerberos credentials caches, seahorse, kernel

keyrings, and all of the other things which need access to this sort of data? 
� Given that your private key can’t leave the smart card, how can we allow privileged processes acting on

your behalf to use it?  Do we even want to allow that?


